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CaterGator

CaterGator JB65WH White 2 Faucet 68 Qt. Insulated
Jockey Box with 120 ft. Coils
#215JB65WH

Technical Data
Length

32 Inches

Width

17 Inches

Depth

17 Inches

Interior Length

25 3/4 Inches

Interior Width

13 Inches

Interior Height

12 3/4 Inches

Capacity

68 qt.

Color

White

Features

Drain Plug
Handles

Handle

Yes

Material

Polyethylene

Features

Shape

Rectangle

• 3/8" line connection

Style

Mobile
Top Load

• Virtually indestructible, triple insulated polyethylene construction with a neutral
white color

Type

Jockey Boxes

• (2) 120' coils quickly allow beer to chill before being dispensed
• Two side handles create effortless transport from destination to destination
• Side plug drains the contents of the box, shortening clean up time by quickly
emptying the box
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Notes & Details
Easily serve up your signature draft beer anywhere with this CaterGator JB65WH white 2 faucet 68 Qt. insulated jockey
box. Perfect for beer festivals, fairs, tailgates, and other outdoor events, this convenient mobile draft beer system doesn't
require any electrical power to function and is an ideal alternative to a hard-to-transport outdoor kegerator. The unit
includes (2) 120' stainless steel coils keep your beer extra cold while dispensing to ensure optimal taste and its length is
great for handling continuous pouring at your large events. Its 3/8" line connection is easy to set up for quick and
convenient service.
This jockey box features 2 draft faucets that allow you to dispense multiple offerings at once. This unit boasts a triple
insulated design to ensure the ice bath stays cold and features a layer of high-density polyethylene to make it virtually
indestructible. Plus, the rigid, white exterior provides the durability you need to keep up your many trips and remote
events.
For ease of use, this box features a rope handle on each side for effortless transport from destination to destination. After
use, the box is easy to wash thanks to a side plug that drains the contents to shorten clean up time. For added
convenience, the lid features a 24" ruler engraved along its edge, 2 built-in cup holders, and 2 bottle openers, which
function as metal reinforced padlock slots when you want extra security. Wherever the party and whatever the menu, this
jockey box provides the holding power, durability, and convenience that you need and want.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to
www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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